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Disclaimer 

This presentation has been prepared by China Huishan Dairy Holdings Company Limited ("Huishan“ or the “Company")

and is solely for the purpose of corporate communication and general reference only. The presentation is not intended

as an invitation, offer, recommendation or solicitation for you to buy or sell securities or to engage in any investment

activities whatsoever, or to form any basis of investment decision for any securities (whether or not in relation to the

Company) in any jurisdiction. All such information should not be used or relied on without professional advice. The

presentation is a brief summary in nature and does not purport to be a complete description of the Company, its

business, its current or historical operating results or its future business prospects. This presentation material may

contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on a number of assumptions about

the future, some of which are beyond the Company’s control. The Company does not undertake any obligation to

update any information contained in this presentation (including but not limited to the forward-looking statements) to

reflect events that occur or circumstances that arise after the date of this presentation. Potential investors should bear

in mind that actual financial results may differ materially from the forward-looking statements contained herein. The

information contained in this presentation is not verified by any independent third party. No warranty or representation of

any kind, whether express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy,

completeness or correctness of the information contained herein. The information contained in this presentation should

be interpreted under the prevailing circumstances. There will be no update of matters in the presentation to reflect any

significant change in the development. The Company, its directors, management, employees, agents or advisers

specifically disclaim all responsibilities in respect of any use or reliance of any information, whether financial or

otherwise, contained in this presentation, and shall not be liable for any and all losses incurred (whether directly or

indirectly, financial or otherwise) by any person in reliance on any information contained in this presentation.
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Embrace Challenges, Advance against Difficulties

5

From “milk shortage” to “overcapacity”
• Imported base powder sold in China at dumped prices. Production volume of reconstituted milk products surged

• More domestic dairy companies engaging in M&As and partnering with foreign dairy farms, shifting raw milk demand

overseas

• Demand-supply of raw milk reversed from “milk shortage” to “overcapacity” in a year with a “price-cut trend”

Weak market demand with pressure from imported products
• Chinese dairy retail sales remain stagnant, while imported dairy products, especially liquid milk products (mainly UHT

milk) increased in tier-1 and tier-2 cities, putting further pressure on the local high-end dairy market

• Imported milk powder occupies 50% market share in the Chinese milk powder market and the convenient low-cost

business model of E-commerce enables international dairy companies to speed up development in China

Huishan advances against difficulties
• Notwithstanding the decline in product ASPs as a result of fierce competition in market, Huishan has achieved rapid and

stable sales growth with its advantage in costs, enabling it to maintain absolute leading market share and obtain

advantages in the industry recovery cycle in future

• Continue to consolidate and expand fully integrated business model with vertical industry integration at the core

• Based on current business in feed plantation and processing, standardized dairy farming and production and sales of

dairy products, the industry value chain further extends into condensed natural gas (CNG), organic fertilizer and other

renewable energy businesses

In the past year, the global dairy industry has experienced dramatic changes. Domestic dairy 

companies underwent  “a business winter” but Huishan has advanced against difficulties
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Huishan’s Industry-leading Performance
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Revenue and net profit growth is in industry-leading position compared to corresponding period

Interim Result Corresponding Growth: Net Profit

Sales of liquid milk, especially pasteurized milk, infant milk formula powder and adult milk powder 

experience notable increases during reporting period

2015 Jun-Sep Pasteurized Milk Sales Volume (ton) 2015 Apr-Sep Powder Sales Volume (ton)

4,729 

6,718 

8,878 9,334 

Jun Jul Aug Sep

Interim Result Corresponding Growth: Revenue
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-220.0%
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Renewable Energy Project
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• Building fundamental economic model for agricultural cycle development:

“plantation business (feeds) — farming business (bio-waste) — biogas pool — plantation business (high quality

agricultural products/feeds) — farming business”

• High potential development opportunity: national subsidy ceiling for one scaled nature gas project reaches RMB50

million. Entire production process of organic fertilizers is exempt from value added tax. Government in many

provinces also subsidizes organic fertilizer users for RMB150-200/ton

• Single project capacity: CNG 18.25million m3, organic fertilizer 80,000 tons

Huishan scaled dairy cow herd and dairy farms layout are the subject conditions for undertaking
biomass clean energy business
• Stable and sufficient raw material supply: over 190k dairy cows on 78 dairy farms. Each cow produces 40 kg of

biowaste, and the scaled cow herd secures sufficient biowaste supply, about 500,000 mu of land allocated for dairy

feed planation, straw resources improve efficiency for clean production

• Scientific rational layout for dairy farms located in Liaoning Province: distance between farms is suitable and

convenient for biowaste transportation and cost saving for clean energy production. Sufficient plantation land nearby

dairy farms is favorable for transportation of straw and other raw materials and sales of organic fertilizer and bio-liquid

CNG
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Stock Price and Share Buy-back Analysis
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• During reporting period: Greece Crisis rekindled, A-shares stumbled, Hong Kong stock continued to decline, the Central government’s policies to

promote major shareholders to increase shareholding and attack malicious short selling. Huishan’s stock price couldn’t reflect its long term potential

value as stock prices suffered most from short selling activities

• After buyback of Chou Tai Fook shares, Company cumulatively bought back 850 million shares and Chairman purchased 1.2 billion shares

• Demonstrating Chairman and management team’s confidence in Huishan’s operations and development while actively echoing Securities Regulatory

Commission’s appeal to increase shareholding and maintain long term stable development of capital market

• Through increasing shareholdings, short selling volume dropped notably, demonstrating Chairman’s determination to maintain stable share price and

actively protect interest of minority shareholders

• Some analysts think that Huishan’s increased share price was due to Chairman and Company’s buy-back. However, the stock price has been stable

since the blackout period when Chairman and the Company cannot purchase any shares

Company  cumulatively bought  back  850 million shares

Largest shareholder increased holdings by 1.2 billion shares 
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PR Crisis Management
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• Food and Drug Administration of Hebei 

Province (‘‘the Administration’’) suspended 

sales of the Group’s high calcium milk (240ml) 

products in tetra pillow package (expiry date on 

25 Aug 2015), produced on 10 Jul 2015. The 

reason was the sampling inspection of the 

products found that ‘‘sodium thiocyanate 

exceeded the maximum limit’’ 

• Several local news channels provided 

aggressive coverage, major websites including 

overseas websites shared the reports and 

followed progress

• Held a press conference to question the Administration’s law 

enforcement and test results, as well as explained in detail its four 

shortcomings, including irregularities in testing program, inaccurate 

test results, inappropriate judgements and conclusions and 

questionable legality of information announcement

• Actively communicating with and appealing to the National Food and 

Drug Administration

• The testing results of National Food Quality Supervision and 

Inspection Center showed that all products of the Group met quality 

standards

• On the same day, the Administration released the emergency 

sampling inspection results of 7 batches of products and the sodium 

thiocyanate content did NOT exceed the national food safety risk 

monitoring reference limit

• Sent the products within the retained shelf life to a qualified 3rd party testing 

organization. All results showed that the products were standard compliant

• Swiftly set up a crisis PR team comprising senior management, domestic and 

overseas PR agencies and lawyers and released description of situation 

immediately through the official website to manage false reports of the 

Company product safety

• Applied for one-day 

suspension of trading

• The Administration released 

a note confirming to 

withdraw the notice

• China Dairy Industry 

Association and Dairy 

Association of China 

released public 

statements on 30 Sep 

and 1 Oct 2015 

respectively to 

objectively and 

impartially comment on 

this incident

18 Sep 28 Sep 29 Sep 30 Sep 1 Oct

In Oct 2015, Hebei FDA 

communicated with 

Huishan in Shenyang, 

admitting mistakes in 

releasing announcement 

and hoping to further 

enhance communication 

and understanding. Till 

this point, 

the incident ended

Excellent public 

relations management 

capability

Prompt and highly 

efficient

response

Openly and 

transparently 

disclosure

Conclusive and 

credible evidence 

support

Professional and 

cautious manner with 

standard procedure

• Not only are we confident in the quality of our products, we are also responsible towards the public. During this incident, we were under 

pressure from the authorities, consumers and the media. However, our courage to question the responsible government organizations as 

well as being forthright about the development of the Chinese dairy industry have earned respect from the government and the industry 

and an enhanced reputation for premium product quality among consumers

• From the outbreak to the end, within 2 short weeks, this incident has become the classic case study demonstrating Huishan’s excellent 

quality and efficient management



Growth Strategies
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Continue to maximize shareholder value:

• Further promote low-temperature products (pasteurized milk and yogurt) and UHT milk by establishing a leading brand in

the industry with the understanding of the uniqueness and quality of Huishan’s milk

• Stringent control on cost saving through innovative technology, sophisticated management and scale operation

• Fully realize the collaborative advantages offered by the integrated industry chain, actively evaluate extension and

innovation of the upstream and downstream businesses, and further explore the potential to increase both corporate and

shareholders’ value

Upstream:

• Increase production yield of arable land

‒ Promote a two-harvest trial, cultivating oat and corn silage and advanced Mexican corn silage plantation technology

to bolster cost advantage and assure quality

• Adjust and develop new feed formula to boost feed efficiency and maximize profit

Downstream:

• In April 2015, the Shenbei liquid milk processing plant has commenced operations with planned liquid milk production

capacity of 620ktpa, strengthening the Northeastern market, laying a strong foundation for the expansion of “Huishan”

liquid milk products nationwide

• Expand its business from Northeast China across other liquid milk markets (especially Shandong, Henan, Hebei, Jiangsu),

expand sales network and launch differentiated products to satisfy the changing consumer demand

• The Yancheng project in Jiangsu with a designed capacity of 180,000 tons/year is expected to commence production in

3Q2016 and can supply pasteurized milk of consistent quality in Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Anhui Provinces

• The JV with FrieslandCampina is approved by the Ministry of Commerce. The infant milk formula made in China meeting

international quality standards, is designed for Chinese consumers and is scheduled for launch in 2016

Renewable Energy: 

• Renewable energy can provide material, stable and fast growing income and revenue to the Group unaffected by the dairy

product industry cycle, offering the potential to expand the Group’s future revenue stream

• The shard-based CNG/organic fertilizer project has successfully extended the industry chain and the agricultural circular

economy. The Group will quickly replicate and promote the project in the next two years as a major business

• Continue to explore the potential of extending the industry chain and innovation and develop additional new energy

projects with the aim to become China’s largest renewable energy company and integrated agricultural operator
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Financial Overview
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1H2016* vs 1H2015:
• Revenue up 7.1% to RMB2.14 billion, compared to RMB1.99 billion of 1H2015

• Gross profit margin down from 57.1% for 1H2015 to 53.6% for 1H2016, which is still higher than

the average industry level

• Net profit decreased by 4.5% to RMB750 million, compared to RMB790 million of 1H2015

• Does not recommend the payment of an interim dividend for the six months ended 30 Sep 2015

Main reasons of slightly decreased profit:
• The sales volume of our liquid milk has increased by 31.6% to 182,000 tons from 139,000 tons in

the corresponding period of 2014

• ASP of raw milk decreased from RMB5,033/ton to RMB4,483/ton

• Being affected by the fluctuations in the dairy industry, the ASP of the overall liquid milk products

decreased to RMB7,387/ton from RMB8,500/ton for the corresponding period of last year

• Increased exchange loss arising from the conversion of USD denominated loan to RMB given

the devaluation of RMB of approximately RMB124.6 million (1H2015: exchange gain of RMB2.68

million)

• Government grants provided for technical and environmental subsidies related to dairy products

and listing amounted to RMB79.62 million for the reporting period (RMB8 million in the

corresponding period of 2014)

* For the six months ended 30 Sep 2015



Revenue and Gross Profit Margin 
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Turnover increases by 7.1% to RMB2.14 billion

Overall profit margin drops slightly but still exceeds the industry average

Upstream business
• Raw milk production was 356,217 tons, up 23.2% over the 289,116 tons in

the same period last year due to milkable cows increasing from 74,389 in the

last corresponding period to 86,801 this year

• Annual milk production yield of each milkable cow was 8.7 tons, down 4.4%

from 9.1 tons in the same period last year, mainly attributable to short term

industry excess of raw milk supply. The Group’s efforts to adjust the cow

feed mix has lowered the feeding cost, thus raw milk cost reduced from

RMB2,193/ton from the same period last year to RMB2,138/ton leaving room

for profit growth

• Shifted to cultivate oats on about 55,000 mu of alfalfa plantation field to

improve the soil and meet requirements to sow new alfalfa species in the

coming year. The Group has also introduced the two-harvest cultivation of

oat and corn silage to about 88,000 mu of plantation land
Downstream business
• The liquid milk processing facility in the Shenbei Plant officially commenced

production in Apr 2015, boosting overall production capacity to 620,000 tons

per year. At the beginning, the production and sales of liquid milk, in

particular pasteurized milk, was affected slightly in the second quarter by

equipment relocation. Unfavorable factors were eliminated in Aug and Sep

and sales volume of pasteurized milk recorded a year-on-year increase of

about 18.7%

• The average selling price of liquid milk declined 13.1% from RMB8,500/ton

in the same period last year to RMB7,387/ton

• Sales volume of IMF powder grew from 1,425 tons in the last corresponding

period to 1,840 tons, among which, income from the ultra high-end products

under the “Gold Queen” brand increased by 70%, while proportion of income

from high-end Golden Label and Red Label series increased to more than

38%. Sales volume of adult milk powder increased from 53 tons in the same

period last year to 849 tons. Profit margin of milk powder business increased

substantially to 67.8% from 36.6%

Revenue 

Segment Profit Margin after Elimination

554

1,178

263

1,995

506

1,347

284

2,137

Dairy farming Liquid milk Milk powder Total

RMB million 1H15 1H16

57.3%
61.5%

36.6%

57.1%
52.7% 50.9%

67.8%

53.6%

Dairy farming Liquid milk Milk powder Total

1H15 1H16



Distribution Cost
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Distribution costs 
• Amounted to RMB330 million, up 9.3% from RMB300 

million for the corresponding period of 2014

• Percentage of distribution costs to total revenue remained 

at 15%

• Due to the increase in sales volume of our raw milk, liquid 

milk and IMF powder products and the increase of 

transportation expenses

• Hua Shao (华少), ‘‘the golden tongue of China’’ and 

famous actress Liu Tao (刘涛) as spokespersons, 

“Caravan” national roadshow and a brand new marketing 

model ‘Hundred Regiments Offensive’’

Distribution cost increased to RMB330 million for 1H16 from RMB302 million for 1H15

Liquid milk
• 469 distributors and 400 direct sales stores , and the number of milk delivery households increased to approximately 

157,000

• Liquid milk market share in Northeastern region increased to 20.9%, ranking No. 1

• Ranked No. 5 by sales of liquid milk in China

Milk powder
• 999 distributors ,14,855 POS, 540 mom-and-baby shops with “Huishan Red Label” products and 40 mother-and-baby 

stores for direct sale of ‘‘Huizhi’’ products

• Focused on building ‘‘WeChat-mall’’ and the number of active fans has exceeded 150,000

Our distribution network expanded rapidly thanks to the increasing investment in marketing activities 

344

595

302 330

9.74%

15.17% 15.14% 15.43%
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Finance Costs
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Net finance costs up 125.3% to RMB351 million

for the Reporting Period from RMB156 million for

the corresponding period in 2014

• Increased exchange loss arising from the 

conversion of USD denominated loan to RMB 

given the devaluation of RMB of approximately 

RMB125 million during the Reporting Period 

(corresponding period in 2014: exchange gain 

of RMB2.68 million) 

• We expect forward contract to be used in the 

future for hedging the currency rate risks

• Interest expenses on increased bank loans 

arising from our capital expenditure of 

approximately RMB234 million (corresponding 

period in 2014: RMB212 million)

Financial costs

206

323

156

351

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

RMB million
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Investment Highlights

• Industry-leading milk production capacity and quality raw milk, highly cost effective using high
nutritional feeds

• Full use of self-produced raw milk to produce liquid milk with a large scale production of infant
milk formula products

• Long-term lease of a plantation field with an area of approximately 480,000 mu

• Owns the largest commercial alfalfa plantation field in China

• Second largest herd of dairy cow in China, owns more than 190,000 milkable cows and 78 farms

Reliable Quality 

Milk Sources

• Large scale feed grass plantations

• Lease lands with fixed rent to control land costs in the long term

• Successfully tested two-harvest trial, with plantation technology cultivating oat and corn silage
planning to extend the technology

• Successfully introduced advanced Mexican corn silage plantation technology to achieve cost
advantages and assure quality

• Constantly explores saving dairy cow feeding costs, innovates and adjusts feeding mix for dairy
cows, optimizes marginal value and balances cost of feeds and milk production yield in order to
maximize economic benefits

Effective Cost 

Control

• Captures the trend of expanding high-end consumption and grasps the growth potential of
pasteurized dairy products

• Well-established combination of advantage of quality milk sources and cold chain logistics
facilities to boost sales of pasteurized milk and yogurt

• Provides “Fresh Delivery” household delivery service in order to enhance customer loyalty

Quality 

Pasteurized 

Dairy Products

China’s Leading Vertically Integrated Dairy Company Covers the Entire Industry Chain

Extension of 

Entire Industry 

Chain

• Large bio gas project enjoys government subsidies and a series of preferential policies

• Sufficient plantation fields surrounding dairy farms can facilitate the sales of organic fertilizers and
biogas

• One of the largest dairy farming enterprises in China transforming cattle manure into biogas and
compressed natural gas. This clean energy is expected to bring a stable revenue source to the
listing arm
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• According to Frost & Sullivan, in 2014, Huishan was the top liquid milk brand in the three Northeastern Provinces, with a
20.9% market share. It has the largest market share of pasteurized milk and yogurts at 44.3% and 28.7% respectively

• Huishan Dairy was the only dairy product partner of the 14th Summer Special Olympics, thus raising recognition and
influence of the “Huishan” brand

• Started cooperation with Liu Tao, a film and television actress as the spokesperson of Huishan Dairy’s IMF powder series.
Hau Shao (Hu Qiaohua), aka ‘‘Golden Tongue’’ of China, continued as Huishan Dairy’s brand spokesperson to boost
customer brand awareness

• Held the ‘‘Huishan Cup’’ Primary Student Painting Competition with participants from 100 primary schools, which covered
around 700,000 people. Through this competition the participants could deeply experience ‘‘Huishan’’ brand’s spirit of
innovation and pursuit of excellence

Brand 

Reputation and 

Awareness

• The Group’s sales network is based in Northeastern China is gradually penetrating the Northern and Eastern China

regions. Its distribution channels include:

 469 distributors, 400 direct-sale supermarkets

 Liquid milk is delivered to households through milk stations and “Fresh Delivery” service

 Infant milk formula can also be sold through special channels, mother-and-baby stores and mothers’ clubs

 ‘‘Caravan’’ national roadshow was held across over 100 cities in seven provinces in China

• More than 157,000 active members

• Launched O2O fresh milk sales system complementing “Huishan Fresh Delivery” service for households

Diversified 

Distribution 

Channels

Investment Highlights

China’s Leading Vertically Integrated Dairy Company Covering the Entire Industry Chain

• All milk powder and liquid milk processing plants have been approved and obtained GMP certificate

• A traceable system for Infant milk formula products set up and the Group is one of the first six national pioneer enterprises

• The Group has strengthened post-production quality control of dairy products, and established “post cold chain” logistics

system to ensure “cold chain connection” throughout the entire process

• With the confidence in safety and quality of products, Huishan has proactively and timely managed the crisis in Hebei ,

which is regarded as a model case study in the dairy industry

Production 

Process

Quality Control
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Dairy Farming Business
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• We operate the highest 

number of dairy farms in 

China with 78 standardized 

dairy farms

• As at 30 Sep 2015, the 

number of Holsteins and 

Jerseys reached 190,911

cows

• The cow herd will increase 

by 10% annually 

• The land area for rotating 

plantation of oat and corn 

silage reached approximately 

380,000 mu and for two-

harvest cultivation expanded 

to 88,000 mu. The Group has 

harvested approximately 

222,000 tons of oat and 

approximately 1,121,000 tons 

of corn silage in 1H16

• Alfalfa plantation fields 

expanded to 100,000 mu, the 

largest such commercial field 

in China. The Group 

harvested 83,000 tons of 

alfalfa in 1H16

• In 1H16, we produced 

356,200 tons of quality raw 

milk, up by 23.2% year-on-

year. Average raw milk 

selling price is 

RMB4,483/ton

• Average milk yield of a 

milkable cow is 8.7 tons

• External sales reached 

113,700 tons, accounting for 

33.3% of total raw milk, 

compared to 39.7% in the 

last corresponding period

• Yili is our largest external 

raw milk purchaser

Abundant Feeds to Cater 

for Dairy Cattle Needs
Fast-growing Cow Herd

Production of Quality Raw 

Milk 
We plan to sow 

more advanced 

types of alfalfa 

seed next year 

and increase the 

annual harvests 

from three to 

four in order to 

further boost 

production 

volume

We started to 

rotate crops raising 

oats on around 

55,000 mu of 

alfalfa

plantation fields in 

order to improve 

the soil to meet the 

needs of new 

alfalfa types to be 

sown in the future

As sales of our 

liquid milk 

products 

continues to 

grow, our 

internal 

consumption of 

raw milk will 

increase

When compared 

to the industry 

average, we 

have high quality 

raw milk, 

resulting in a 

premium product



Financial Overview
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Revenue

Segment profit1 (adjusted EBITDA)

Gross Profit

Margins

(1) Segment profit is “adjusted EBITDA” adjusted for items not specifically attributed to individual segments and before changes in fair value to biological assets 

(see our financial statements for a complete definition)

Decrease in dairy farming gross profit margin was mainly due to decreased average selling price of raw milk 

989 1,028 
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External

Internal

614 577 
317 267 

891 988 
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Sales volume

（RMB million）

External

Internal

1,483 1,548 
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RMB million
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Steadily Growing Cow Herd
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Herd size and % milkable cows

• We have a herd size of 190,911 cows, of which 86,801 are milkable cows

• We operated the largest number of dairy farms in China with 78 standardized dairy farms

• We expect the herd size to continue growing rapidly based on an organic growth rate of 10% of

total herd size, consistent with historical growth rates

• The percentage of milkable cows to total herd size is 45.47%, which is expected to remain flat

in 1H16 (41.25% in FY2015) as we slow down the pace to import younger heifers. The

percentage of milkable cows will increase towards a longer-term sustainable ratio of over 50%

as the herd matures

31/3/13 30/9/13 31/3/14 30/9/14 31/3/15 30/9/15

Milkable cows 49,889 57,040 61,286 65,312 74,389 86,801

Heifers and calves 62,962 71,312 82,905 97,082 105,942 104,110

Total 112,851 128,352 144,191 162,394 180,331 190,911

% of milkable cows 44.21% 44.44% 42.50% 40.22% 41.25% 45.47%



Optimized Milk Yield and Unit Cost
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• In 1H16, Huishan produced a total of 356,200 tons

of raw milk, representing a y-o-y increase of 23.2%

as compared with 289,100 tons for the

corresponding period in 2014

• External sales volume was 113,700 tons, accounting

for 33.3% of the aggregate sales volume of raw milk

(corresponding period in 2014: 39.7%)

• In 1H16, Huishan recorded an average milk yield

per milkable cow per annum of 8.7 tons; although

the figure is lower than that of the corresponding

period of 2014, the cost of raw milk also dropped

from RMB2,193/ton for the corresponding period of

2014 to RMB2,138 per ton for the Reporting Period,

which effectively mitigates the challenges arising

from the decline in domestic market price of raw

milk and brought about bigger room for profit

• The company aims to sustain high yields through:

- feeding cows with better technology, adjust

feeding formula to reduce feeding costs

- reducing milk yield to seek a balance between

supply and demand, while maintaining profit

margins

Huishan’s raw milk sales (ton) 

Unit output volume per milkable cow (ton)

196,119 211,769
110,894 113,679

286,309
365,302

168,559
227,937

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

External Sales

Internal Sales

9.0 9.1 9.1 

8.7

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16



Premium Raw Milk Prices
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• Raw milk prices in China, as reported by the Ministry of Agriculture national raw milk price index, have stabilized after

falling since 2014

• In 1H16, the average selling price of our raw milk reached RMB4,483/ton, which is still higher than the average market

price

• Our realized price is only loosely correlated to the raw milk price index due to:

• Our realization of significant price premiums that reflect the higher quality of our raw milk and the more positive

supply and demand trends in the premium raw milk segment

• Significant regional raw milk price differences that are obfuscated in the national index

• Our contracts will re-priced for every three months to twelve months, so as to reduce the actual price fluctuations

• Longstanding relationships with external customers

• Demand growth for premium raw milk remains strong

Our realized raw milk price versus national index price 

Source: Minister of Agriculture
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4,500

5,000
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Huishan Ministry of Agriculture national raw milk price index
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Raw Milk Production Costs
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Breakdown of Huishan’s raw milk production costs, 1H16

• Raw milk cost dropped from RMB2,193/ton for

1H15 to RMB2,138/ton for 1H16

• Our raw milk production costs advantage:

• The lower cost of self-produced feed,

particularly alfalfa, versus purchasing

feed in the market

• Higher milk yields from better quality

nutrition due to usage of self produced

feeds

• Lower transportation costs

• The proximity of a number of our farms

to each other and the resulting synergies

• Take alfalfa for example, our production

costs is about 107 USD/ton. However,

CIF price of imported alfalfa is 400

USD/ton and delivery to farm price even

reached 3,247 RMB/ton

• Lower feed costs have required a significant

investment in arable land

Feed (including

plantation lease

amortisation)  

76.6%

Depreciation  

2.8%Others 

6.3%
Utilities  

3.4%

Veterinary 

expense 

4.8%

Labour

6.1%



Securing Sufficient Arable Land
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Huishan’s leased land (mu)

 Our feeds plantation fields exceeded 480,000 mu

• We extended the application of two-harvest

a year plantation model to around 88,000 mu

of land for rotating plantation of oat and corn

silage

• We plan to increase the number of alfalfa

harvest from three to four per year, and to

sow more advanced types of alfalfa seeds in

the coming year

 The plantation field is leased with fixed rental fee

for 15 years

• To mitigate the risk of rising prices of feed

materials in the future

 The feeds plantation fields are close to farms

• To save transportation cost due to the

shorter travel distance

• To utilize biogas slurry from farm manure

treatment at the plantations as a reliable

source of fertilizers

140,000 140,000 
100,000 

100,000 

340,000 
380,000 

FY14 FY15 1H16

Alfalfa land

Other feeds land



Managing Our Cows’ Health
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Milk yields are better in healthier herds

Source: Company

• We have an inspection center and over 200 staff 

ensuring the health of our dairy herd

• Routine health inspections are carried out and 

any sick cows are immediately quarantined by 

our veterinarians

• Each farm implements a standardised

immunisation program, and farm-wide 

disinfection and immunisation is carried out if 

there is a concern of substantial infection risk

• A cow’s vaccination history is tracked by our 

ERP system 

• The size of our dairy farms, c.3,000 cows per 

farm, reduces the risk of disease versus super 

large-scale dairy farms



Liquid Milk Business



Liquid Milk Business
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• “Huishan Fresh 
Delivery” households 
rose from 100,000 as at 
31 Mar 2015 to 157,000

• Rich variety of UHT milk 
products reinforced our 
leading position in 
Northeastern China

• Our liquid milk 
processing plant in 
Yancheng, Jiangsu with 
annual production 
capacity of 180,000 
tons to be completed 
and commence 
operation in the third 
quarter of 2016 in order 
to expand to Eastern 
China

Production Capacity 

Expansion

Expanding Presence

New equipment 

with annual 

capacity of 

360,000 tons 

has 

commenced 

operation

During the 

1H16,

66.7% of raw 

milk was 

processed 

internally

Good brand 

awareness in 

Northeastern 

China

Expanding to

other provinces

beyond

Northeastern

China

• In Apr 2015, liquid milk 

processing plant in 

Shenbei commenced 

production, expanding 

liquid milk capacity to 

620,000 tons

• Highly efficient 

production capacity 

utilisation of 70 – 80%

• In 1H16, overall sales 
volume of liquid milk 
reached 182,403 tons, up 
31.6% year-on-year. 
Sales amounted to 
RMB1.3475 billion, a 
year-on-year increase of 
14.4%

• Maintain stable selling 
price of pasteurized milk, 
upgrade package volume 
to attract more UHT milk 
consumers to shift to 
pasteurized milk 
products, use 
pasteurized milk products 
to create differentiated 
competitiveness

新鲜送的图

Product Mix Enhancement



Financial Overview
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Revenue

Segment profit1 (adjusted EBITDA)

Gross profit

Margins

(1) Segment profit is “adjusted EBITDA” adjusted for items not specifically attributed to individual segments and before changes in fair value to biological assets (see 

financial statements for a complete definition) 

Gross profit margin of liquid milk decreased, mainly due to lower ASPs of liquid milk products, 

which were affected by the industry

2,288 2,422 

1,178 1,347 

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

RMB million

652 716 

348 301 

1,499 1,467 

725 686 

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

RMB million Before elimination

After elimination

410 
374 

174 

81 

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

RMB million

28.5% 29.6% 29.5%
22.4%

65.5%
60.6% 61.5%

50.9%

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

Before elimination

After elimination



Product Mix
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The liquid milk processing plant in Shenbei commenced operation in Apr 2015. At the early stage, the 

production and sales were slightly affected by equipment relocation and the initial run-in. However, sales 

volume of pasteurized milk increased by approximately 18.7% year on year in Aug and Sep

Revenue

Sales 

volume

32.3%

33.3%

34.3%

0.1%

33.2%

40.9%

25.7%

0.2%

30.8%

32.7%

35.9%

0.5%

22.6%

35.4%

38.6%

3.3%

Fresh milk

UHT

Yogurt

Milk beverage

31.1%

42.2%

25.7%

1.1%

22.9%

46.0%

23.9%

7.2%

Fresh milk

UHT

Yogurt

Milk beverage

FY2015 1H161H15



Sales Volume and ASP of Liquid Milk
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• Sales of liquid milk reached RMB1,347m in 

1H16, an increase of 14.4% from 

RMB1,178m in 1H15

- Sales of liquid milk notably up 31.6% 

from 139,000 tons in 1H15 to 

182,000 tons in 1H16

• Product mix upgrade, including:

- Affected by the industry, ASP of 

liquid milk down 13.1% from 

RMB8,500/ton in 1H15 to 

RMB7,387/ton in 1H16

- To attract more UHT milk consumers 

to buy pasteurized milk so as to raise 

the sales ratio of pasteurized milk

- Sales volume of pasteurized milk up 

around 18.7% year on year in Aug 

and Sep 2015 as the adverse effects 

of equipment relocation and the initial 

run-in have been eliminated

Sales volume and ASP of liquid milk

45,999 

56,745 

35,596 

232 

41,795 

83,966 

43,578 

13,064 

Fresh milk UHT Yogurt Milk beverage

Sales volume

（Ton）

1H15

1H16

8,279 
6,910 

11,346 

4,681 

7,308 

5,676 

11,935 

3,476 

Fresh milk UHT Yogurt Milk beverage

ASP

（RMB/ton）

1H15

1H16



Market Leader in Northeastern China
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Distribution channels• According to Frost & Sullivan, Huishan is ranked

No.1 by market share in the liquid milk market in

the three with market share of 20.9%, among

which we are in absolute leading position in

pasteurized milk and yogurt products with

market share of 44.3% and 28.7%, respectively

• As at 30 Sep 2015, Huishan’s distribution

network comprised 469 distributors, 400

supermarkets and around 157,000 subscribers

for home milk delivery

• Forged a new marketing pattern of Internet+ era

and initiated the O2O fresh milk sales system,

through which ordering milk online has become

more convenient

Third-party 

distributors

Modern 

channels

Specialty 

channels

Home delivery 

Club 

memberships 

E-commerce 

platforms

International 

supermarkets 

National 

supermarkets 

Regional 

supermarkets 

Convenience 

stores 

Department 

stores

Consumers

Third-party 

distributors 

purchase our 

products from 

us directly and 

subsequently 

sell our 

products to 

retailers within 

a designated 

region



Expansion to Regions Beyond Northeastern China
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• Huishan continues to strengthen its presence in new regional markets in Jiangsu, Shandong, Hebei

and Henan

- Selectively cooperate with major supermarkets in key cities to increase market share

- Plan ‘‘Caravan’’ national roadshow across over 100 cities in seven provinces in China to

enhance marketing resources

- Organise image stores, experience stores and large gatherings in both rural and urban areas

and invite spokespersons with a healthy image to promote the brand

• The fully vertically integrated dairy industry chain business, which was jointly invested by Huishan

and Alpha Spring, a subsidiary of Nantong Zongyi Investment Co., Ltd, with a production capacity of

180,000 tons, is expected to commence production in the third quarter of 2016

‒ Initial RMB650 million investment in the joint venture

‒ Expand our pasteurized milk market from the three northeastern provinces to Shanghai,

Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong and Anhui aiming to provide comprehensive supply of

pasteurized milk

‒ These initiatives mark Huishan’s entry into the regional markets outside Northeastern China

and expansion of its presence across China transforming itself from a regional brand to a

national dairy enterprise
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Milk Powder Business 
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• In 1H16, dairy ingredient products were primarily

desalted whey protein powder and diluted cream

products, in contrast to non-dairy creamer and

whole milk powder products in the corresponding

period of 2014

• In May 2015, “Chun Xuan”, the Group’s self-

developed new brand of whipped cream products,

was officially launched, making Huishan the first

domestic manufacturer of chilled, pure animal fat

and long shelf life whipped cream in China

• Dairy ingredient products are customised to meet 

the demand from particular industrial customers

• To fulfill the application and R&D requirements of

customers for processed dairy products, Huishan

has established a bakery application R&D center

in Shanghai

• Turnover from milk powder business in 1H16 up 8%

year-on-year to RMB284 million

• Sales volume of IMF powder grew from 1,425 tons in

last corresponding period to 1,840 tons, with turnover

from the ultra high-end products under the “Gold Queen”

brand surging 70%, while proportion of income from

high-end Golden Label and Red Label series increased

to more than 38%. Sales volume of adult milk powder

skyrocketed from 53 tons in the same period last year to

849 tons. Milk powder profit margin rose substantially to

67.8% from 36.6%

• Sales volume of milk powder business reached 3,730

tons, including 1,840 tons of IMF powder

• Innovative marketing model —‘‘Hundred 

Regiments Offensive’’

• New marketing system —“Internet+ era”

• Tailor-made IMF powder, produced domestically with 

international standard quality in cooperation with Royal 

Friesland Campina N.V., planned for launch in 2016

Milk Powder Stable Sales Growth Provides Quality Dairy Ingredients Leveraging 

the Fully Integrated and Self-controlled 

Business Model



Financial Overview
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Milk powder sales grew steadily

Revenue

Segment profit(1) (adjusted EBITDA)

Gross Profit

Margins

(1) Segment profit is “adjusted EBITDA” adjusted for items not specifically attributed to individual segments and before changes in fair value to biological assets 

(see our financial statements for a complete definition)

48 

141 

79 

133

92 

216 

96 

192

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

Before elimination

After elimination

(RMB million)

(44)
(59)

3 
30 

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

(RMB million)

143
311

157
264

111

162

106 20

254

473

263
284

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

(RMB million)

Dairy ingredients

IMF products (including adult milk powder)

18.9%

29.8% 30.0%

46.9%

36.2%

45.7%

36.6%

67.8%

FY14 FY15 1H15 1H16

Before elimination After elimination



Stable Growth in Milk Powder Sales
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• In 1H16, we sold 1,840 tons of IMF (1H15: 1,425 tons),

sales has reached RMB224.7 million, YoY growth rate:

45.9%

• Gross margins in the powder milk products segment were

46.9% compared to last year’s 30% before elimination

• Focus on middle and high-end categories, among which

the growth rate of Golden Queen, an ultra-high-end

product, has reached 70% while the revenue proportion of

high-end ‘‘Golden Label’’ and ‘‘Red Label’’ series has

increased to over 38%. Turnover of adult milk powder

surged from last year’s RMB3.17 million to RMB39 million

• As of 30 Sep, we have 999 distributors, 14,855 distribution

stores, 540 and 40 mother-and-baby stores for direct sale

of ‘‘Huishan Red Label’’ (輝山紅裝) and ‘‘Huizhi’’ (輝智)

products, respectively

• Entered large-scaled e-commerce platforms such as

tmall.com and focused on building ‘‘WeChat-mall’’ with

active fans already exceeded 150,000

Milk powder product sales volumes and ASPs

1H15 1H16

Sales Volume ASP Sales Volume ASP

RMB'000 Ton RMB/ton RMB'000 Ton RMB/ton

IMF Products 153,956 1,425 108,039 224,717 1,840 122,129

Adult Milk Powder 3,168 53 59,774 39,220 849 46,196

Dairy Ingredients 105,875 7,998 13,238 20,057 1,041 19,267

Total 262,999 9,476 27,754 283,994 3,730 76,138

1,425 1,840

53
849

7,998

1,041

1H15 1H16

Sales volume
(ton)

IMF powder products

Adult milk powder

Dairy ingredients

108,039
122,129

59,774
46,196

13,238 19,267

1H15 1H16

ASP

（RMB/ton）



• We announced on 8 Oct 2014 a proposed 50:50 JV with

FrieslandCampina to produce and sell IMF products in China under

an existing FrieslandCampina brand. The transaction was

completed on 1 Apr 2015

• Huishan received c. RMB700m for its stake in the JV

• FrieslandCampina has acquired USD30m of Huishan shares

• The primary benefits of the proposed JV include:

• Builds on the existing partnership in the production of non-

dairy creamers

• Secures additional demand for sales of premium raw milk

• Utilises FrieslandCampina’s existing brand, sales and

distribution networks

• Tailor-made IMF powder, which is produced domestically with

international quality, for Chinese consumers is planned to be

launched in 2016

39

50%

50%

Benefits of a JV with FrieslandCampina

http://www.frieslandcampina.com/english/
http://www.frieslandcampina.com/english/
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